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Abstract. The fluorescence lifetime technique offers an effective way
to resolve fluorescent components with overlapping emission spectra.
The presence of multiple fluorescent components in biological com-
pounds can hamper their discrimination. The conventional method
based on the nonlinear least-squares technique is unable to consis-
tently determine the correct number of fluorescent components in a
fluorescence decay profile. This can limit the applications of the fluo-
rescence lifetime technique in biological assays and diagnoses where
more than one fluorescent component is typically encountered. We
describe the use of an expectation-maximization �EM� method with
joint deconvolution to estimate the fluorescence decay parameters,
and the Bayesian information criterion �BIC� to accurately determine
the number of fluorescent components. A comprehensive simulation
and experimental study is carried out to compare the performance
and accuracy of the proposed method. The results show that the EM-
BIC method is able to accurately identify the correct number of fluo-
rescent components in samples with weakly fluorescing
components. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

luorescence microscopy has become an indispensable tool in
he study of tissues and cells, as well as in material science
ue to its high degree of specificity amid nonfluorescing ma-
erial. In particular, the presence of a wide range of endog-
nous fluorophores1 in biological compounds has made this
echnique suitable for optically probing its complex cellular
omponents. The steady state fluorescence intensity method is
ommonly employed in such studies, but is limited to distin-
uishing fluorophores with nonoverlapping spectra.2 The fluo-
escence lifetime technique, on the other hand, is able to over-
ome this limitation as it discriminates distinct fluorophores
y characterizing the temporal response of the fluorescence
mission. It is typically used to investigate the radiative and
onradiative decay rates of fluorophores on optical excitation.
his promising technique has been exploited to monitor the
ubtle perturbation in cellular environment3,4 and to determine
he extent of protein-protein interactions in Förster resonance
nergy transfer �FRET� assays.5 Application of the fluores-
ence lifetime technique in cancer diagnosis has also been
eported.6,7 In particular, a recent work demonstrated the abil-
ty of the lifetime technique in detecting a tumor-targeted

ddress all correspondence to: Beng Koon Ng, Photonics Research Centre,
chool of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Nanyang Technological Univer-
ity, Singapore 639798. Tel.: 65-67906559; E-mail: ebkng@ntu.edu.sg
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
fluorescent marker with two distinct forms inside the tumor
cells.8 This additional information provides a better insight
into the uptake mechanism of tumor cells, and could possibly
lead to an improved formulation of photosensitizer for photo-
dynamic therapy and diagnosis.

The fluorescence lifetime can be measured with either
modulated excitations in the frequency domain �FD� or pulsed
excitation in the time domain �TD�. In principle, both meth-
ods are equivalent and are related to each other by the Fourier
transform. A comparison of the two approaches has recently
been made to quantify their accuracy and signal-to-noise
ratio9,10 �SNR�. Time-correlated single-photon counting �TC-
SPC�, a TD technique, has been shown to offer a better SNR
compared to the FD technique.9 The well-defined statistics in
the single-photon counting measurement is also an advantage
for data analysis.10 Despite the important advantages of the
TCSPC technique, a successful discrimination of multiple
fluorophores remains a complex issue. The temporal response
of fluorescence emission is typically modeled as a summation
of the multiple exponential decay function with discrete life-
times. The decay parameters, comprising the fluorescence
lifetimes and fractional contributions of each lifetime compo-
nent, are typically estimated using the nonlinear least-squares
�NLLS� method.11 This parametric estimation method, how-

1083-3668/2009/14�6�/064009/10/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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ver, has been shown to be incapable of determining the ac-
ual number of fluorophores present in a sample.12 The NLLS
ethod has been found to erroneously overfit the experimen-

al data with a higher lifetime component number.2,13 Global
nalysis14 of NLLS-fitted decay profiles is also widely used to
mprove the discrimination of closely spaced lifetimes.2 De-
pite the improved discrimination, the uncertainties in the ex-
racted lifetimes are still significant.2 In most practical appli-
ations, a biexponential decay model is assumed and its use is
ften justified by a least-squares deviation value of close to 1.

stretched exponential function has been proposed to repre-
ent the fluorescence decay profile in complex, heterogeneous
iological samples with a single characteristic time constant
nd a heterogeneity parameter.13 These alternative parameters
re shown to yield better contrast in the imaging of tissue
amples exhibiting continuous lifetime distributions. How-
ver, the technique requires good-quality fluorescence decay
easurements with low noise and sufficiently large sample

oints.6 Furthermore, the stretched exponential representation
ay not be suitable in applications requiring the accurate dis-

rimination and determination of discrete lifetimes for
nalysis.5

In this paper, we investigate the discrimination of discrete
omponents in fluorescing samples using an expectation-
aximization �EM� method with joint deconvolution to ex-

ract the fluorescence decay parameters in the multiexponen-
ial model. The optimal number of fluorescent components is
elected using the Bayesian information criterion �BIC�. Both
imulation and TCSPC measurements were carried out to
ompare the performance between the NLLS and our pro-
osed method. The results showed that a better lifetime pre-
iction and discrimination were obtained with the EM-BIC
ethod. In particular, the EM-BIC method is able to accu-

ately identify the correct number of fluorescent components
n samples where one or more components are weakly fluo-
escing.

Theory
.1 NLLS Method

luorescence emission involves a transition from the lowest
ibrational level of an excited singlet electronic state to any of
he vibrational sublevels in the ground state.15 The emission
ate of fluorescence decay is related to the rate of depopula-
ion of the upper-state electrons. The fluorescence dynamics
�t� as a function of time t is conventionally described by the
ultiexponential equation16

F�t� = �
j=1

m

� j exp�− t/� j� , �1�

here m is the number of fluorescence lifetime components,
nd � j and � j are the decay amplitude and fluorescence life-
ime of the j’th component, respectively. The observed fluo-
escence decay R�t� contains the instrumental effect and is
iven by the convolution of F�t� with the instrumental re-
ponse function �IRF� h�t� written as
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
R�t� = F�t� � h�t� . �2�

The IRF contains information about the temporal profile of
the laser pulses and the response time characteristics of the
measurement system.

In the conventional NLLS method, the estimated param-
eters �k and �k are iteratively adjusted until a best fit between
the estimated decay Rc�ti� and the experimental decay R�ti� is
obtained. While a number of nonlinear minimization methods
are available, the Marquartdt-Levenberg method is widely
used as a benchmark for fitting comparison.16,17 In the curve-
fitting procedure, the reduced chi-squared error �r

2 given by

�r
2 =

1

a − b�
i=1

n
�R�ti� − Rc�ti��2

�i
2 �3�

is commonly used to gauge the goodness of fit. Here, a is the
number of data points, b is the number of estimated param-
eters, and �i is the standard deviation of the photon count in
the i’th time bin. In TCSPC measurements, the photon statis-
tics follow the Poisson distribution, and �i is approximated by
the square root of R�ti�. The �r

2 value is expected to approach
unity when the estimated function matches closely with the
data.

2.2 Proposed EM Algorithm with Joint Deconvolution
The EM algorithm is a maximum likelihood estimator that
can be applied to parameter estimation of a mixture
model.18,19 The advantages of EM have been exploited in
many different applications.20–22 It provides an iterative
method to simplify the search for maximum likelihood via an
expectation step and a maximization step. For our application,
we define the probability density function of a normalized
observed fluorescence process g�t� as

g�t� = �
j=1

m
� j exp�− t/� j�

� j
� h�t� , �4�

where the sum of all fractional contributions � j=1
m � j is unity.

Here � j of the j’th component is calculated from the � and �
vector components using following expression:

� j =
� j� j

�
k=1

m

�k�k

. �5�

Using the EM algorithm, the � and � components of a
multicomponent fluorescence decay profile with N total pho-
tons can be determined based on Eqs. �6� and �7�, respec-
tively:

� j =
1

N�
i=1

N

P�yij�ti� , �6�

� j =
1

N� j
�
i=1

N

P�yij�ti��ti −
Mij

Kij
� , �7�

where
November/December 2009 � Vol. 14�6�2
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P�yij�ti� =
�� jKij/� j�exp�− ti/� j�

�
r=1

m

��rKir/�r�exp�− ti/�r�

, �8�

Kij =	
0

ti

h�t��exp� t�

� j
�dt�, �9�

Mij =	
0

ti

t�h�t��exp� t�

� j
�dt�. �10�

he derivations of the equations used in the EM algorithm are
iven in the Appendix.

Following parameter estimation, BIC �Ref. 23� is used to
etermine the optimal number of parameters to represent the
iven fluorescence decay profile. Its purpose is to reasonably
rade the goodness of fit by penalizing the log-likelihood
unction with the model complexity. The BIC parameter � for
he multiexponential model is given by

� = log�L��,�;t�� −
m

2
loge�N� , �11�

here

L��,�;t� = 

i=1

N

g�ti��,�� . �12�

able 1 Fluorescence lifetime parameters extracted from the biexpo
onventional NLLS method.

M �r
2 �1 �2 �3

1 4.2213 1.00 — —

2 0.9699 0.51 0.49 —

3 0.9710 0.26 0.26 0.48

4 0.9717 0.26 0.26 0.24

he optimum lifetime component number has a �r
2 that is closest to unity �shown

able 2 Fluorescence lifetime parameters extracted from the bi-expon
M-BIC method.

m BIC Parameter, � �1 �2 �

1 −6.62143�105 1.00 — —

2 −6.57859�106 0.50 0.50 —

3 −6.57871�106 0.25 0.25 0.5

4 −6.57883�106 0.25 0.25 0.2

he optimum lifetime component number has the largest � value �shown in bold
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Simulation

To compare the performance of the conventional NLLS and
our proposed methods, theoretical lifetime decay profiles with
different total photon count, lifetime combination, and contri-
bution factor were generated. A Monte Carlo model was used
to simulate biexponential decay profiles in MATLAB™. The
instrumental noise, including the electronic jitter of the TC-
SPC system and temporal width of laser pulses, was derived
from the probability density function of a measured IRF in
our measurement system and added to the simulated decay
profiles. All simulated decay profiles consist of 3750 data
points with temporal resolution of 0.01 ns, giving a time span
of 37.5 ns.

Biexponential decay profiles with widely separated life-
times of �1=1 ns and �2=4 ns were first generated at varying
contribution factors ��1=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9� for a total
photon count of 105. To evaluate the performance of the
methods on closely spaced lifetime parameters, biexponential
decay profiles with �1=2 ns and �2=4 ns were generated at
varying contribution factors ��1=0.1, 0.5, and 0.9� for a total
photon count of 105. Both methods were also evaluated using
decay profiles with low photon counts. The biexponential de-
cays with �1=1 ns, �2=4 ns, and �1=0.9 were simulated for
total photon counts ranging from 5�103 to 105. In all cases,
10 decay profiles were simulated for each parameter set. To
quantify the accuracy of model selection and extracted life-
time parameters for each method, the 10 simulated decay pro-
files with random noise characteristics from each parameter
set were fitted with the NLLS and EM-BIC methods. The

l decay profile simulated with �1=1 ns, �2=4 ns, and �1=0.5 using

�4 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� �3 �ns� �4 �ns�

— 1.54 — — —

— 1.02 4.09 — —

— 1.01 1.03 4.10 —

.24 1.02 1.02 4.06 4.13

�.

decay profile simulated with �1=1 ns, �2=4 ns, and �1=0.5 using the

�4 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� �3 �ns� �4 �ns�

— 2.38 — — —

— 0.99 4.01 — —

— 0.90 1.10 4.01 —

0.25 0.90 1.09 3.09 4.11
nentia

0

in bold
ential

3

0

5

�.
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odel for each simulated decay profile is chosen based on the
election criterion in each method, i.e., a �r

2 value closest to
nity for the NLLS method and the largest BIC parameter �
or the EM-BIC method. The model selection for a simulated
ecay profile is accurate if the chosen value of m matches the
rue number of lifetime components in the parameter set. The

odel selection accuracy of each method is determined by
aking the ratio of the number of simulated decay profiles that
as its model correctly chosen to the total number of simu-
ated decay profiles in a parameter set.

The NLLS method was implemented in MATLAB™ using
he optimization function based on the Marquartdt-Levenberg

ethod. The convergence criterion for the NLLS fitting is
hosen to be a least-squares change of less than 10−8. The EM
ethod was also implemented in MATLAB™ and the conver-

ence criterion was set to a change in the BIC parameter of
ess than 10−8.

.2 Experimental Technique
xperimental measurement of the fluorescence lifetime was
arried out to verify the simulation study. Two commonly
sed fluorescent probes for biological studies, fluorescein and
cridine orange, were selected owing to their highly over-
apped emission spectrum from 500 to 650 nm. Fluorescein
nd acridine orange from Sigma Aldrich were dissolved in
hosphate-buffered saline �PBS� to stabilize their pH at 7.4.
or the measurement of fluorescence lifetime, fluorescein and
cridine orange solutions were prepared at concentration of
.01 mM and 50 �M, respectively.

A pulsed laser diode �LDH400, Picoquant� with an excita-
ion wavelength centered at 400 nm was used to excite the
uorophore solutions. The laser diode was biased and pulsed
t 20 MHz using a laser driver �PDL 800-B, Picoquant�. The
eriod of the optical pulse was selected such that it was suf-
ciently longer than the measured range of fluorescence life-

imes. To minimize the detection of spontaneous emission
rom the light source, the laser pulses were first transmitted
hrough a 400-nm bandpass filter before illuminating the
amples.

The fluorophore solutions in quartz cuvettes were placed in
right-angled geometry for the lifetime measurement. Fluo-

escence emission from the solution is directed to a mono-

able 3 Biexponential lifetime parameters extracted from decay pro-
les simulated with widely separated lifetimes ��1=1 ns, �2=4 ns, and
�105 photons� using the conventional NLLS method.

�1 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� Model Selection Accuracy �%�

0.1 1.02±0.31 3.96±0.05 20

0.3 0.99±0.03 4.00±0.06 10

0.5 1.00±0.02 4.03±0.08 30

0.7 1.00±0.02 4.01±0.10 50

0.9 1.00±0.01 4.26±0.42 60

he model selection accuracy specifies the proportion of 10 decay profiles simu-
ated for each parameter set that has its component number correctly determined
y the model.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
chromator and detected by a microchannel plate photomulti-
plier tube �PMT; R3809U-51, Hamamatsu�. The fluorescence
emission emanating from fluorescein and acridine orange
were measured at a wavelength of 520 nm. The output current
pulses of the PMT were amplified by a wideband preamplifier
and converted into fast logic pulses before feeding into a con-
stant fraction discriminator �CFD�. The delayed reference
pulses from the laser driver and the signal pulses from the
CFD were then fed into a time analyzer �PTA 9308, Ortec� to
record the photon arrival time. In TCSPC measurement, a
single fluorescent photon is detected for every pulsed excita-
tion. By repeating the single-photon-counting process a suffi-
ciently large number of times, a histogram of photon arrival
times was constructed to reveal the characteristic exponential
decay of the fluorescence emission.24 The IRF of the measure-
ment system was determined by measuring the excitation pho-
ton at 400 nm from a scattering suspension of Ludox colloi-
dal silica �Sigma-Aldrich�.

4 Results
4.1 Simulation
The same initial guess values of the decay parameters � and �
were used for both methods. All simulated decay profiles were

Table 4 Biexponential lifetime parameters extracted from decay pro-
files simulated with widely separated lifetimes ��1=1 ns, �2=4 ns, and
1�105 photons� using the EM-BIC method.

�1 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� Model selection accuracy �%�

0.1 1.02±0.01 4.00±0.01 100

0.3 0.99±0.03 4.01±0.02 100

0.5 0.99±0.01 4.03±0.01 100

0.7 0.99±0.01 4.00±0.04 100

0.9 1.00±0.01 4.00±0.14 100

The model selection accuracy specifies the proportion of 10 decay profiles simu-
lated for each parameter set that has its component number correctly determined
by the model.

Fig. 1 Biexponential fluorescence lifetime values �–�–,–�–� extracted
from decay profiles simulated with widely separated lifetimes of �1
=1 ns and �2=4 ns �dashed lines�, and a photon count of 1�105

using �a� the conventional NLLS method and �b� the EM-BIC method.
The model selection accuracy �–�–� specifies the proportion of 10
decay profiles simulated for each parameter set that has its component
number m correctly determined by a model.
November/December 2009 � Vol. 14�6�4
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tted for lifetime component number m of 1 to 4. In the
LLS method, the simulated biexponential decay profiles
ere fitted to Eq. �2� and the respective contribution factors
ere calculated based on Eq. �5�. The optimal lifetime com-
onent number is obtained when �r

2 is closest to unity. For the
roposed EM-BIC method, Eqs. �6�–�12� were used to deduce
he decay parameters. The best-fitting results are selected
ased on the largest � value. The typical results of the fitting
rocedure and model selection using the NLLS and EM-BIC
ethods are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The

imulated decay profile consists of 1�105 photons originat-
ng from two fluorescent components ��1=1 ns and �2=4 ns�
ith equal contribution factors. In this example, the lifetime

omponent number was erroneously determined as m=4 by
he NLLS method, while the EM-BIC method correctly deter-

ines the lifetime component number.
In the first study, we investigate the performance of the

M-BIC method on the simulated decay profiles comprising
wo fluorescent components with widely separated fluores-
ence lifetimes ��1=1 ns and �2=4 ns� and having a suffi-
iently large photon counts of 1�105. Using these data, the
wo methods were compared for values of �1 ranging from
.1 to 0.9. The parameters predicted at a lifetime component
umber of m=2 are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Ten decay
rofiles were generated for each parameter set and fitted with
ach method to determine the corresponding mean and stan-
ard deviation of the extracted lifetimes. The model selection
ccuracy for each method is calculated from the proportion of
he 10 simulated decay profiles for each parameter set that has
ts component number m correctly determined by the model.

able 5 Fluorescence lifetime parameters extracted from the decay
rofiles simulated with closely spaced lifetimes ��1=2 ns, �2=4 ns,
nd 1�105 photons� using the conventional NLLS method.

�1 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� Model Selection Accuracy �%�

0.1 1.96±0.33 4.00±0.05 40

0.5 2.01±0.03 4.03±0.06 20

0.9 2.00±0.02 4.08±0.09 10

he model selection accuracy specifies the proportion of 10 decay profiles simu-
ated for each parameter set that has its component number correctly determined
y the model.

able 6 Fluorescence lifetime parameters extracted from decay pro-
les simulated with closely spaced lifetimes ��1=2 ns, �2=4 ns, and
�105 photons� using the EM-BIC method.

�1 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� Model Selection Accuracy �%�

0.1 1.99±0.07 4.00±0.02 100

0.5 1.99±0.02 4.01±0.03 100

0.9 1.99±0.01 4.10±0.04 100

he model selection accuracy specifies the proportion of 10 decay profiles simu-
ated for each parameter set that has its component number correctly determined
y the model.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
The biexponential lifetime values and model selection accu-
racy determined from both methods are also plotted in Fig. 1
for comparison.

The results show that the simulated decay profiles were
fitted equally well with m=2 using both methods. However,
there is a noticeable spread in the value of �1 extracted with
the NLLS method for �1=0.1. Similarly, we can see that the
standard deviation of the estimated �2 increases with �1 for
both fitting methods. This is attributed to the reduced photon
number from the lifetime component whose fractional contri-
bution is decreased, which resulted in a poorer estimate of the
respective lifetime value. In particular, we note from Fig. 1
that the deviation is less significant when the EM-BIC method
is used. As seen in Fig. 1�a�, the conventional NLLS method
exhibits a decreasing accuracy in model selection for low val-
ues of �1 even though the fluorescence lifetimes were rela-
tively well estimated at m=2. The NLLS method only cor-
rectly identifies the lifetime component number in 1 out of the
10 decay profiles �10%� simulated for the parameter set with
�1=0.3. By contrast the EM-BIC method succeeds in select-
ing the correct lifetime component number for all the simu-
lated decay profiles, as depicted in Fig. 1�b�. The results

Table 7 Fluorescence lifetime parameters extracted from decay pro-
files simulated with varying total photon count ��1=1 ns, �2=4 ns,
and �1=0.9� using the conventional NLLS method.

Total Photon
Count ��104� �1 �ns� �2 �ns� Model Selection Accuracy

0.5 0.96±0.08 4.04±2.09 0

1 1.00±0.03 3.87±0.86 0

2 0.99±0.03 3.71±0.73 10

5 1.01±0.02 4.36±0.40 50

10 1.00±0.01 4.22±0.33 60

The model selection accuracy specifies the proportion of 10 decay profiles simu-
lated for each parameter set that has its component number correctly determined
by the model.

Fig. 2 Biexponential fluorescence lifetime values �–�–,–�–� extracted
from decay profiles simulated with closely spaced lifetimes of �1
=2 ns and �2=4 ns �dashed lines�, and a photon count of 1�105

using �a� the conventional NLLS method and �b� the EM-BIC method.
The model selection accuracy �–�–� specifies the proportion of 10
decay profiles simulated for each parameter set that has its component
number m correctly determined by a model.
November/December 2009 � Vol. 14�6�5
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learly indicate that the EM-BIC method outperforms the con-
entional NLLS method in determining the correct number of
uorescent components.

The next simulation study compares the two methods us-
ng decay profiles simulated with closely spaced lifetimes
�1=2 ns and �2=4 ns�, a sufficiently large photon count of
�105 and �1 values of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9. The lifetime values
nd model selection accuracy determined from the conven-
ional NLLS method and our EM-BIC method are given in
ables 5 and 6, respectively. The results are also plotted in
ig. 2 for comparison. The average biexponential lifetimes
redicted by both methods are in good agreement with the
rue values. However, the extracted lifetime value of the com-
onent that has a reduced photon count, i.e., a lower � value,
xhibits an increased standard deviation. The model selection
ccuracy also drops drastically with the use of the �r

2 to re-
olve the two closely separated fluorescence lifetime compo-
ents, with a maximum accuracy of only 40% for �1=0.1
Fig. 2�a��.

Last, we compare the performance of the conventional
LLS and our EM-BIC methods with varying total photon

ount in the simulated biexponential decay profile. Widely
eparated lifetime components with �1=1 ns and �2=4 ns

able 8 Fluorescence lifetime parameters extracted from decay pro-
les simulated with varying total photon count ��1=1 ns, �2=4 ns,
nd �1=0.9� using the EM-BIC method.

Total Photon
ount ��104� �1 �ns� �2 �ns� Model Selection Accuracy

0.5 0.97±0.02 3.90±0.44 100

1 0.99±0.02 4.02±0.21 100

2 1.00±0.01 4.01±0.19 100

5 1.01±0.01 4.06±0.11 100

10 1.00±0.01 4.05±0.16 100

he model selection accuracy specifies the proportion of 10 decay profiles simu-
ated for each parameter set that has its component number correctly determined
y the model.

ig. 3 Biexponential fluorescence lifetime values �–�–,–�–� extracted
rom decay profiles simulated with widely separated lifetimes of �1
1 ns and �2=4 ns �dashed lines�, and �1=0.9 using �a� the conven-

ional NLLS method and �b� the EM-BIC method. The model selection
ccuracy �–�–� specifies the proportion of 10 decay profiles simu-
ated for each parameter set that has its component number m cor-
ectly determined by a model.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
were used to generate the decay profiles for various total pho-
ton count. The value of �1 is set at 0.9 such that the simulated
decay profiles are dominated by the shorter lifetime compo-
nent. As shown in Tables 7 and 8, the shorter lifetime com-
ponent �1 was accurately extracted by both methods even at a
very low photon count of 9�103. By contrast, the extracted
value of �2 is less accurate and deviates significantly from the
true value when the NLLS method is used. As depicted in Fig.
3�a�, the NLLS method gave a poor estimation of �2 ranging
from 3.01 to 4.73 ns for a total photon count of 1�104.
When the total photon count reduces to 5�103, the uncer-
tainty in �2 becomes even larger and the estimate of �2 ranges
between 1.95 and 6.13 ns. At the lowest total photon count,
the NLLS method was also unable to correctly determine the
lifetime component number in any of the simulated decay
profiles. By comparison, the EM-BIC method was able to
determine the correct lifetime component number and the ex-
tracted lifetime values are reasonably close to the true values
�see Table 8 and Fig. 3�b��.

4.2 Experiment
The measured IRF and lifetime decay profiles of fluorescein
and acridine orange for a total photon count of 2�105 are
shown in Fig. 4. The full width at half maximum �FWHM� of
the measured IRF is 86 ps. We can see from Fig. 4 that the
fluorescence lifetime of fluorescein is longer than that of acri-

Table 9 Fractional contribution and total photon count of the experi-
mental biexponential decay profiles of fluorescein and acridine or-
ange.

Decay profile �acridine orange �fluorescein Total Photon Count ��104�

A 1/2 1/2 40

B 1/11 10/11 5.5

C 10/11 1/11 5.5

Fig. 4 Normalized plots of �a� the system IRF, �b� the fluorescence
decay of acridine orange, and �c� the fluorescence decay of fluores-
cein measured with a total photon count of 2�105.
November/December 2009 � Vol. 14�6�6
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ine orange. Using the NLLS method, the fluorescence life-
ime of acridine orange is determined to be 1.84 ns with a �r

2

f 1.03, while the estimated lifetime of fluorescein is 4.18 ns
ith a �r

2 of 1.09. The extracted lifetime values are in good
greement with the values reported in the literature25 and
hose from EM-BIC analysis.

Three biexponential decay profiles �A to C� with varying
ontributions from fluorescein and acridine orange were cho-
en to compare the performance and accuracy of the NLLS
nd EM-BIC methods. The respective contribution factors
rom each component and the total photon count are listed in
able 9. The first biexponential decay profile A comprises
uorescence measured from the two fluorophores with equal
ontribution factors. Decay profile B is dominated by fluores-
ein, whereas decay profile C has a dominant contribution
rom acridine orange.

Table 10 Fluorescence lifetime parameters ext
files using the conventional NLLS method.

Decay Profile m �r
2 �1

1 3.6831 1.00

A 2 1.1064 0.50

3 1.1307 0.27

1 0.9767 1.00

B 2 0.9945 0.12

3 0.9961 0.14

1 1.1381 1.00

C 2 1.1307 0.73

3 1.1462 0.09

The optimum lifetime component number has �r
2 that is

Table 11 Fluorescence lifetime parameters ext
files using the EM-BIC method.

Decay Profile m BIC Parameter, � �

1 −2.70588�106 1

A 2 −2.70188�106 0

3 −2.70189�106 0

1 −3.8594�105 1

B 2 −3.85917�105 0

3 −3.85928�105 0

1 −3.52785�105 1

C 2 −3.52469�105 0

3 −3.52479�105 0

The optimum lifetime component number has the larges
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
The same initial guess values of the decay parameters �
and � were used for both methods. All decay profiles were
evaluated with each method using lifetime component num-
bers 1 to 3. The results of the parameter extraction and model
selection using the NLLS and EM-BIC methods are shown in
Tables 10 and 11, respectively. A comparison between the true
lifetime parameters of each experimental decay profile and
those determined from both methods with m=2 are also
shown in Fig. 5.

The fitting results of profile A for both methods predicted a
lifetime component number of m=2, indicating the presence
of two fluorescent components. The extracted lifetimes from
both methods are in excellent agreement with the true lifetime
parameters of profile A �Fig. 5�a��. The goodness of fit for
both methods becomes degraded at m=3, although the corre-
sponding fluorescence lifetimes are still reasonably close to

from the experimental biexponential decay pro-

�3 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� �3 �ns�

— 2.57 — —

— 1.85 4.22 —

0.47 1.88 1.90 4.37

— 3.83 — —

— 2.30 4.19 —

0.72 2.78 2.78 4.47

— 1.92 — —

— 1.68 3.21 —

0.46 0.90 2.11 2.11

o unity �shown in bold�.

from the experimental biexponential decay pro-

�2 �3 �1 �ns� �2 �ns� �3 �ns�

— — 3.03 — —

0.51 — 1.80 4.26 —

0.25 0.51 1.75 1.85 4.27

— — 3.98 — —

0.90 — 1.88 4.21 —

0.05 0.90 1.86 1.94 4.21

— — 2.07 — —

0.11 — 1.80 4.66 —

0.05 0.89 4.60 4.72 1.80

�shown in bold�.
racted

�2

—

0.50

0.26

—

0.88

0.14

—

0.27

0.46

closest t
racted

1

.00

.49

.25

.00

.10

.05

.00

.89

.05

t � value
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he true values. For decay profile B, a lifetime component
umber of m=3 is predicted with the NLLS method. The
alue of �1�=�2=2.78 ns� extracted from the NLLS method
s obviously different from the true values. In contrast, the
M-BIC method predicted the correct lifetime component
umber of 2, with extracted lifetime values that are in good
greement with the true values, as shown in Fig. 5�b�. The
LLS analysis of profile C underestimated the lifetime values
espite selecting the correct lifetime component number. On
he other hand, the EM-BIC method accurately predicted the
orrect values for profile C �Fig. 5�c��.

Discussion
comparison of the conventional NLLS method and our EM-

IC method using simulated decay profiles showed that the
LLS method is unable to accurately determine the number

ig. 5 Fluorescence lifetime parameters of experimental decay pro-
les �a� A, �b� B, and �c� C extracted using the conventional NLLS
ethod ��� and the EM-BIC method ���. The true fluorescence life-

ime parameters ��� are also plotted for comparison.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
of fluorescent components and their corresponding lifetime
values. The EM-BIC method consistently outperforms the
NLLS method, particularly when the simulated biexponential
decay profile contains a weakly contributing component or
has a low total photon count.

Experimental measurements using two fluorophores to
generate biexponential decay profiles to validate our EM-BIC
method gave similar results as the simulation study. The ex-
perimental comparison indicates that the NLLS approach fails
when there is a weakly fluorescing component that contributes
a low photon count to the decay profile, i.e., profiles B and C.
On the other hand, the EM-BIC method gave a more reliable
lifetime prediction and discrimination even at low photon
counts. The EM-BIC method can improve the accuracy of
lifetime discrimination in fluorescence lifetime
microscopy26,27 to give better-quality lifetime images.

These results suggest that a unity-approaching �r
2 in the

NLLS method does not necessarily predict the correct lifetime
component number and lifetime values. The failure of the
NLLS method to discriminate the lifetime components is at-
tributed to the poor model selection criterion with �r

2 when
the photon count is low. This can be explained by the assump-
tions of the NLLS method. In TCSPC experiments, the photon
statistics are described by the Poisson distribution and can be
approximated to the Gaussian distribution when the photon
count is sufficiently large. The validity of the NLLS method
holds only if the photon count in each time bin is independent
and follows the Gaussian distribution.2,28 A weakly fluoresc-
ing component results in a low photon contribution to the
decay profile. Consequently the photon statistics are no longer
Gaussian in the multiexponential decay profile. This scenario
can commonly appear if the weakly fluorescing component
has a long fluorescence lifetime. On the other hand, the EM-
BIC method uses the correct photon statistics and thus has a
more reliable lifetime prediction and discrimination even at
low photon counts.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, an EM method with joint deconvolution was
formulated to estimate the lifetime parameters, and the BIC
was used to determine the number of fluorescing components
in a lifetime decay profile. The EM-BIC method was shown to
be more reliable in predicting and discriminating the fluores-
cence lifetime components in multiexponential fluorescence
decay profiles. Unlike the conventional NLLS method, the
EM-BIC method is able to correctly determine the number of
lifetime components in the decay profiles and accurately ex-
tract the corresponding lifetime values, even when the photon
count in the decay profile is low. This was attributed to the use
of a more accurate description of the photon statistics in the
EM-BIC method. The results indicate that the EM-BIC model
is particularly useful for accurate fluorescence lifetime deter-
mination in samples with multiple fluorophores that are
weakly fluorescing or lifetime measurements with a low pho-
ton count.

Appendix
In the EM algorithm, the probability density function of a
normalized observed fluorescence process g�t� can be de-
scribed as
November/December 2009 � Vol. 14�6�8
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g�t� = �
j=1

m
� j exp�− t/� j�

� j
� h�t� = �

j=1

m
� jLj�t,� j�exp�− t/� j�

� j
,

�13�

here

Lj�t,� j� =	
0

t

h���exp��

� j
�d� . �14�

et yij be an indicator variable defined as follows:

yij = �1 if ti is generated by jth component

0 otherwise.
�

hen the likelihood of the complete data can be derived from
q. �13� as

p�T��� = 

i=1

n



j=1

m � jKij

� j
exp�− ti

� j
��yij

�15�

here T= �t ,yij� is the complete data, �= �� ,�� is the param-
ter set, and n is the total number of recorded photons.

The aim of the EM algorithm is to simplify the maximiza-
ion of the likelihood function via the expectation step and the

aximization step. In the expectation step, the Q function is
efined as the conditional mean of log-likelihood function as
ollows:

Q��k��k−1� = E�p�T��k��t,�k−1� = �
i=1

n

�
j=1

m

P�yij�ti� , �16�

here �k and �k−1 are the current and previously estimated
arameters, respectively.

Here P�yij � ti� is the probability that ti is generated by the
j’th component and is given by

P�yij�ti� =
�� jKij/� j�exp�− ti/� j�

�
r=1

m

��rKir/�r�exp�− ti/�r�

, �17�

here

Kij =	
0

ti

h�t��exp� t�

� j
�dt�. �18�

n the maximization step, the EM algorithm updates the esti-
ated parameters � j and � j by maximizing the derived Q

unction subjected to the constraint � j=1
m � j =1. With the use of

agrange multipliers, the solutions are

� j =
1

n�
i=1

n

P�yij�ti� , �19�

� j =
1

n� j
�
i=1

n

P�yij�ti��ti −
Mij

Kij
� , �20�

here
ournal of Biomedical Optics 064009-
Mij =	
0

ti

t�h�t��exp� t�

� j
�dt�. �21�

In the preceding derivation, Kij and Mij are assumed to be
constants, where � j is taken as the old estimate. This approxi-
mation is valid since Mij /Kij 	 ti. These expectation and
maximization steps are then repeated until convergence is
achieved.
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